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(Busta Rhymes)
Got these niggas saying
Shit ain't even logical to do the shit I do now
Lets celebrate the impossible, 
Glasses up, the respect
Is unbelievable, arsenal, and beat the street
With bars til niggas lay in the hospital, in
Case you didn't know everything about me
Phenomenal and the way these niggas talk
Everything about it is comical
What is even more comical is what you'll
Read in an article
I broke your face for talking you should have been
more responsible
You need to learn I ain't tryna stop basic, 
Watch them choke when I'm pulling up in a
Spaceship, when I float you see how we ball
Until we wasted, mad because I poked your
Broad I'm beggin to taste it, appreciate this
Art and this bosciat that I painted, 
Embraced a lot of love, but I love embracing
The hatred, you niggas is defue from me
Leavin' it mutalated, pardon my delay and all
Of this greatness you ever waited

(Chorus)
Now when I'm looking at the game I'm saying
Shit doesn't change, shit doesn't change, these
Nigga going out their way, but I'm just staying
The same, staying the same, you probably
Thinking that you seen somebody like me
Before, somebody like me before, but I'm a G
And they don't make em' like me anymore, like
Me anymore

(Wiz Khalifa)
Uh, the nerve of these niggas, talkin' shit about
Me cause I'm on the top, I ain't even heard of
These niggas, smokin' kill just to murder these
Niggas, want beef cause I gor bread, I guess
You wear bargains be nigga, they say I'm the
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Event currently, but my niggas in the cut like
Surgery, in the cut like surgery, and all my
Breakfast, lunch, and dinners get served to me, 
You sayin' I ain't the realest that's perjury, I'm
Smokin' out with my niggas up on that top floor
Of the villa lookin' out for those be tryna copy
Us, oh you ain't about those dollars, huh
I guess that mean we can't chop it up, chop it
Up, carry on poppin', 30K for watches, I grinded
For what I got, my nigga, losing is not an
Option, not an option, just look at all this new
Shit that I'm rockin', that I'm rockin', don't
Know what you doing, you should stop then, 
Should stop then

(Chorus)
Now when I'm looking at the game I'm saying
Shit doesn't change, shit doesn't change, these
Nigga going out their way, but I'm just staying
The same, staying the same, you probably
Thinking that you seen somebody like me
Before, somebody like me before, but I'm a G
And they don't make em' like me anymore, like
Me anymore
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